
Dilution Control Program

Product Product

#1 MPC STREAK FREE PF

PRECISIONFLO CONCENTRATES PRECISIONFLO EQUIPMENT & PARTS

#3 MPC HI CON PF

#5 MPC FRESH BREEZE PF

#7 MPC OXYPLUS PF

#9 MPC ENZIBRITE PF

#11 MPC ONE PASS PF

#2 MPC REVITE PF

#4 MPC EMERALD PF

#6 MPC TOPAZ PF

#8 MPC SUPER BLUE PF

#10 MPC SANI 512 PF

E01 ELEMENTS PF PEROXIDE 
POWERED CLEANER DEGREASER

PRECISIONFLO Q 4 PRODUCT 
WALL MOUNT DISPENSER 

PRECISIONFLO S 1 PRODUCT 
WALL MOUNT DISPENSER

PRECISIONFLO P PORTABLE DISPENSER

PRECISIONFLO PREMIUM FOAMER KIT

PRECISIONFLO BULK CONVERSION KIT

FAUCET Y ADAPTER- TWO WAY 
HOSE SPLITTER 

WATER SUPPLY HOSE - 6’ BLACK 

E02 ELEMENTS PF 
NON-AMMONIATED GLASS CLEANER 

E03 ELEMENTS PF ORGANIC ACID 
RESTROOM CLEANER  

E04 ELEMENTS PF NEUTRAL 
DISINFECTANT CLEANER 

E07 ELEMENTS PF ALL SURFACE 
NEUTRAL CLEANER  

E12 ELEMENTS PF 
SUPER DUTY DEGREASER 

E18 ELEMENTS PF GENERAL 
PURPOSE CLEANER  

E22 ELEMENTS PF LAVENDER 
BREEZE AIR FRESHENER 

E24 ELEMENTS PF SMOKE AND 
ODOR ELIMINATOR  

Size

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

2 - 80 oz.

Stock Code Stock Code

115900 115920

115902 115922

115904 115924

115906 115972

115908

115910

115912

115914

115916

115919

115901 115921

115903 115923

115905 115925

115907

115909

115911

115913

115915

115917

115918



The top 3 benefits of dilution control are 
safety, dilution accuracy, and 
waste reduction. 
Safety: Through  the  use of closed loop 
systems, end users are never in direct 
contract with concentrated chemicals. 
Dilution accuracy: Concentrated cleaning 
chemicals are designed to work best at 
their targeted dilution levels. 
Inaccurate dilutions can lead to ineffective 
cleaning and infectious outbreaks. 

What is
Dilution 
Control?

   Why Use
Dilution 
Control?

Accurate dilutions lead to optimum 
product performance. 
Waste reduction: More is not always 
better! Dilution control reduces cleaning 
costs by up to 30% by fixing the dilution. 
Unlike the “pouring method”, the correct 
amount of chemical is dispensed 
every time. 

Dilution control is a chemical management 
system consisting of equipment, closed loop 
chemical concentrates, and water. Through 
the use of equipment, chemical concentrates 
are combined with water and dispensed as 
ready-to-use cleaning solutions. 

Q Using the Equipment

Changing Product
Cambio De Producto

Warnings
ALWAYS WEAR PROPER PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

(PPE) WHEN WORKING WITH CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

1048 Stinson Drive, Reading PA 19605
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    Turn the dial to the desired 
    chemical position.
For rinse water, point dial straight at 
water symbol.  
     Gire el dial a la deseada posición química. 
Para el agua de enjuague, punto de marcar directamente a símbolo de 
agua.

    Turn the dial to the desired 
    chemical position.
For rinse water, point dial straight at 
water symbol.  
     Gire el dial a la deseada posición química. 
Para el agua de enjuague, punto de marcar directamente a símbolo de 
agua.

    Insert and clip discharge tube into        
    mop bucket or automatic scrubber   
    tank using hose hanger. 
      Inserte y recortar el tubo de descarga en cubeta o tanque     
      de lavado automático con colgador de manguera.

    Push button to engage flow.  
Twist clockwise to lock
     Pulsador para participar flujo. 
Gire hacia la derecha para bloquear

    Slide bottle down to disengage flow.  
    Turn off water supply.
      Deslice la botella hacia abajo para desenganchar el flujo. 
      Cierre el suministro de agua.

    When finished, hang discharge tube  
    from dispenser side and turn off 
    water supply.
     Cuando haya terminado, cuelgue el tubo de descarga de   
     un lado del dispensador y apague suministro de agua.

    Insert discharge tube into bottle.  
      Inserte el tubo de descarga en la botella.

    Slide bottle up to the bottom of the  
    unit and push up to engage flow.
      Slide botella hasta la parte inferior de la unidad y 
      empuje hacia arriba para acoplarse de flujo.

1
2

4
3

    Attach pre-installed cap by screwing  
    the cap clockwise onto the container.
      Conecte la tapa pre-instalado atornillando la tapa hacia 
       la   derecha sobre el recipiente.

    Insert chemical into their 
    respective locations.
      Inserte química en su respectivas ubicaciones.

    Close and lock cabinet doors.
      Cierre y asegure las puertas del armario.

1 1Bucket/Scrubber Fill
Cubo / Lavador De Relleno

Bottle Fill
Botella De Relleno

    Turn on water supply.
      Abra el suministro de agua.

    Turn on water supply.
      Abra el suministro de agua.

    Unlock and open cabinet doors.
      Desbloquea y puertas de los armarios abiertos.

How To Use Wall Charts...

Attractive Labeling...

Included with each dispenser a wall chart detailing how to 
use and change out chemicals will be included.  These will be 
11x17 wall charts that can be hung in any space to help users 
understand how to use the equipment.  These wall charts are 
customized to the particular piece of equipment.

In support of the sleek style of the PrecisionFlo brand, all 
of the labels on the cases, product and equipment have 
been designed to be memorable.  Four color digitally 
printed labels will be found throughout the products and 
equipment as part of the ProFlo branding initiative.
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Sold By:

Net Contents: 

PF8

Ready To Use

Ready To Use

Limpiador De Uso Múltiple Libre De La Película

SUPER BLUE
Film Free All Purpose Cleaner

Film Free All Purpose Cleaner
SUPER BLUE

“The product in this container is diluted as directed on the original product label.”

CAUTION
Slightly irritating to eyes. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Wear rubber gloves when using. Do not take internally.  
Keep out of  reach of  children.  

FIRST AID
EYE CONTACT: Flush with water for at least 15 minutes.  If  irritation persists, call a physician.
SKIN CONTACT: Wash thoroughly with water.  If  irritation persists, call a physician.
INGESTION: Immediately drink large quantities of  water.  Do not induce vomiting.  Contact a physician.

CONTAINS
Nonionic Surfactant (9016-45-9), Tetrasodium EDTA (64-02-8), Sodium Xylene Sulfonate (1300-72-7), Perfume Oil (N/A), Dye 
(N/A), Water 

FOR USE IN 

DILUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS ONLY

SUPER 
BLUE
Film Free All Purpose Cleaner

Limpiador De Uso Múltiple Libre De La Película

8 8 |<7*#)&(=haicjA<u
1048 Stinson Drive, Reading PA 19605

Phone: 1-800-548-4568

Sold By:

Scan for product’s
Material Safety Data Sheet

*115907*

2
Stock Code:

115907 *115907*

115907
SUPER BLUE

FOR USE IN 

DILUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS ONLY



Introducing...

The PrecisionFlo system incorporates a 
special, custom designed bottle called 

the Influx.  This 80 oz. proprietary 
bottle reflects the style and high levels 

of performance associated with the 
PrecisionFlo system.  

The PrecisionFlo dilution control system is 
a perfect blend of style and performance.  
The system provides users with dispensing 
options and effective chemical solutions at 
a low in-use cost. Installation and use of the 
dispensers and products have been designed 
for optimal efficiency and ease of use.  

Smarter 
than it already looks

Fresh water rinse.

On/Off push button locks for 
filling up mop buckets and 
automatic scrubbers.

Holds up to four proprietary INFLUX 
80 oz. bottles and proprietary cap to 
lock out the competition.

Chemical view window for 
monitoring product usage.

Single key locks both cabinet doors.

One handed bottle activation point 
mitigates foam.

Single knob for intuitive 
product selection.

Provides bottle fill and bucket fill 
option for all four products.

Meets ASSE Standard #1055, 
Performance requirements for 
Chemical Dispensing Systems. 

Pre-plumbed dispenser makes for 
fast installation. 

Q
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115920
PrecisionFlo Q 4 Product Dispenser

PFQ

HI-CON

PURPLE REVITE

STREAK FREE1 Non-Ammoniated Glass Cleaner

Heavy Duty Cleaner Degreaser2
3 Neutral Disinfectant & Detergent

4 EMERALD
Optically Enhanced Neutral Floor Cleaner

5 FRESH BREEZE
Non-Acid Disinfectant Restroom Cleaner

TOPAZ
Anti-Slip Gloss Restorer6

7 +OXYPLUS
Peroxide Disinfectant

SUPER BLUE8 Film Free All Purpose Cleaner

9 ENZIBRITE
Enzyme Enriched Floor Cleaner & Deodorizer

10SANI-512
Food Service Sanitizer

Low Odor Ultra Concentrated Stripper

ONE PASS11
E01
E02
E03
E04 Neutral 

Disinfectant 
Cleaner

Neutral 
Disinfectant 

Cleaner

E07 All Surface 
Neutral Cleaner

All Surface
Neutral Cleaner

E12
E18 General Purpose

Cleaner
General Purpose

Cleaner

E22 Lavender Breeze 

Air Freshener

E24 Smoke & Odor 

Eliminator

Application & Usage Guide
Aplicación y Guía de Uso

Restroom Finished
Floors

Floor
Maintenance

Unfinished
Floors

General
Purpose

Air Freshener Food ServiceGlassDispenser UseProduct

Aseos Terminado 
Pisos

Piso 
Mantenimiento

Inconcluso 
Pisos

Ambientador Comida ServicioVidrioDispensador 
De Uso

Propósito 
General

Producto

1048 Stinson Drive, Reading PA 19605
Phone: 1-800-548-4568

Marketing
   Materials...

Flyers/Sell Sheets...

Application Wall Charts...

In order to help support the sales of each piece of equipment, 
product flyers have been developed.  The flyers are two sided 
with one side reviewing key equipment attributes and the 
backside displaying the 20 products included in the initial 
product launch.

Included with each dispenser, a wall chart detailing product 
application and recommended method of dispensing will be 
included.  These will be 11x17 wall charts that can be hung  
in any space to help users understand the best places to use 
the PrecisionFlo products.  Since all products can be used with 
each piece of equipment, each chart will be the same.



Q
The PrecisionFlo Q delivers an easy to use dilution control system.  These pre-plumbed units do not require 
installers to connect a mess of water lines to different chemical compartments.  Simply hang this unit with 
the included mounting template, connect your main water supply and you are on your way!  The single key 
locking cabinet houses four chemicals which can be selected by turning a dial and switching from large 
container filling to a quart bottle is as easy as the touch of a button.  The features of this unit are many and so 
are the user benefits.

EcoLogo certified all-purpose cleaner. Hydrogen peroxide oxidizes the 
soil and stains, destroys odors and provides color safe bleaching action. 
No rinse required.

Ecologo certified formula cleans and shines glass.  Can be used as a 
light-duty cleaner on mirrors, sinks, countertops, stainless steel, and all 
other surfaces not harmed by water. 

Ecologo certified formula cleans away soap scum, mold & mildew stains, 
hard water deposits, rust stains, body oils, fats and dirt. Effectively re-
moves difficult stains from ceramic tile floors and grouting.

Neutral Disinfectant & Detergent. Cleans, disinfects, and deodorizes in 
one step. Hospital grade.

Ecologo certified formula for everyday floor cleaning. Ideal use in mop 
and bucket cleaning or automatic floor scrubbers. Neutral pH. No rinsing 
required. May be used as a light duty spray and wipe cleaner.

Ecologo certified formula lifts and emulsifies soils, fats, oils and greases 
without the use of solvents. Can be used to clean most hard surfaces 
such as walls, tile & grout, food processing and service areas.

Ecologo certified formula performs all cleaning applications including 
removal of heavy grease and soil. Moderate foam. Leaves a clean, film 
free surface. Ideal for scrub and recoats. 

Odor counteractant. Instantaneously controls offensive odors and re-
places them with a pleasant lavender fragrance. Safe to spray on most 
surfaces not harmed by water. Will not stain. 

Eliminates smoke and malodors by chemically neutralizing them perma-
nently. Leaves a pleasant fragrance. Safe to spray on most surfaces not 
harmed by water. Will not stain.

115911

115912

115913

115914

115915

115916

115917

115919

115918

E01
E02
E03
E04 Neutral 

Disinfectant 
Cleaner

Neutral 
Disinfectant 

Cleaner

E07 All Surface 
Neutral Cleaner

All Surface
Neutral Cleaner

E12
E18 General Purpose

Cleaner
General Purpose

Cleaner

E22 Lavender Breeze 

Air Freshener

E24 Smoke & Odor 

Eliminator
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Product Dispenser
Use

Gallon Yeild/
Bottle

RTU
pH Levels

Features

well as the 
   dispensing units...

Single knob for intuitive 
product selection.

Holds up to four proprietary INFLUX 
80 oz. bottles and proprietary cap to 

lock out the competition.



HI-CON

PURPLE REVITE

STREAK FREE1 Non-Ammoniated Glass Cleaner. Penetrates dust, grease, soil and smoke 
on all windows and other glass surfaces. Can be used on all glass sur-
faces indoors or outdoors. Safe for use on Plexiglas.

Heavy Duty Cleaner Degreaser. Low foaming product is formulated to 
quickly and effectively remove grease, oil, carbon, or any other industrial 
soil. Phosphate free formula.

Neutral Disinfectant & Detergent. Cleans, disinfects, and deodorizes in 
one step. Hospital grade. 

Optically Enhanced Neutral Floor Cleaner. Designed for daily use. Ideal 
in automatic scrubbers. Enhances the beauty of the floor when it dries. 
Dissolves all ice melt and hard water films without soap haze. 

Non-Acid Restroom Cleaner. Cleans, disinfects, and deodorizes in one 
step. Hospital grade. High pH. 

Anti-Slip Gloss Restorer. Designed for high speed maintenance. Create 
an anti-slip surface. Effectively cleans the floor and restores gloss. Can 
be mopped on or used through an automatic scrubber. 

Peroxide Disinfectant. Cleans, disinfects, and deodorizes in one step. 
Formulated with the power  of Hydrogen Peroxide. 
Hospital grade disinfectant. 

Film Free All Purpose Cleaner. Removes heavy grease and soil.  Moder-
ate foam. Ideal for scrub and recoats. Aggressively removes embedded 
soils and scuffs. Prepares the surface for re-coating.

Enzyme Enriched Floor Cleaner & Deodorizer. Grease digester with a 
pleasant potpourri scent. Provides bleaching action that brightens sur-
faces. Biological action continues to work between cleanings. 

Food Service Sanitizer. No rinse required. Quick efficacy sanitizes sur-
faces in 1 minute. Use on kitchen equipment, glassware, and utensils

Low Odor Ultra Concentrated Stripper. Rapidly penetrates and strips off 
floor finish with minimum labor. Ideal for use in areas where odors are 
a concern. 
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Product Dispenser
Use

Gallon Yeild/
Bottle

RTU
pH Levels

Features

A line of products     
that flows just as On/Off push button locks for 

filling up mop buckets and 
automatic scrubbers.

Chemical view window for 
monitoring product usage.

Fresh water rinse.

Single key locks both cabinet doors.

One handed bottle activation point 
mitigates foam.



SWith a space efficient design, the PrecisionFlo S is a single button chemical dispenser.  This pre-plumbed 
dispenser includes a mounting template for easy hanging and the ability to connect multiple units 
together.  The stainless steel hanging bracket not only provides stability for hanging the dispenser, but 
also for holding the selected chemicals.  Upon opening, the unit can be set for quart bottle filling or 
large container filling.

One handed bottle activation point.

Hanging bracket secures proprietary 
INFLUX 80 oz. bottle. 

Able to connect multiple units

Reinforced collar supports
bottle weight.

Indicates intended dispensing method.

Expected in-use dilution yield.

Easy grip handle.



The PrecisionFlo system incorporates a special, custom designed bottle called the Influx.  This 80 oz. proprietary 
bottle reflects the style and high levels of performance associated with the PrecisionFlo system.  The contours 
of the Influx fit seamlessly in the PrecisionFlo Q and strength of the collar allow the Influx to hang from the 
PrecisionFlo S without concern.  With an easy grip handle, the Influx is simple to grasp while transporting or 
holding while using the PrecisionFlo P.  

Push button lever locks for filling up 
mop buckets and automatic 
scrubbers. 

Proprietary cap to fit INFLUX
80 oz. bottle.

Water connection.

80 oz. capacity.

Metering tips in bottle.
Secure insert 

prevents leaking.

Curved inserts to eliminate 
product waste.

PrecisionFlo S with 
Bucket Fill Hose attached.

Proprietary Bottle

Number and color coded labeling for 
accurate  product use.



PFlexibility is the key factor of the PrecisionFlo P portable dispenser.  Out of the box, this dispenser is ready 
to start filling quart bottles or large containers.  After attaching the chemical and a water supply line, the 
one-handed operation of this unit helps make dispensing easy.  A foaming accessory kit is available with this 
dispenser as well when chemical dwell times need to be extended on vertical surfaces.  

Handle activated trigger for one 
handed operation. 

Locking ring (red) for 
continuous flow.Hanging bracket assembly for hands 

free dispensing.

Proprietary cap to fit INFLUX
80 oz. bottle.

Discharge hose length allows for 
ergonomic easy holding and 
activation of dispenser at waist level.

Available
Accesory:
Foamer
Hose

Attaches to portable unit with 4’ discharge 
hose and connector. 

Foaming wand detaches for spray application.

*PrecisionFlo P shown 
with Foamer Hose

115923


